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WHO WE ARE
BALFIN Group (Balkan Finance Investment Group) is one of the most important 
and successful investment groups in the Western Balkans region. BALFIN Group 
was founded in 1993 in Vienna by Mr. Samir Mane, and today is present in Austria, 
Albania, Kosovo, Bosnia and Herzegovina, North Macedonia, Montenegro, 
Switzerland, Croatia, and the Netherlands. 

BALFIN is a diversi�ed group active in real estate, wholesale and retail, banking, 
asset management, tourism, media, education, and logistics. 

The Group employs approximately 5,200 people, whose dedication and passion 
remain key to the Group’s success history in these 29 years. 

BALFIN Group is a trustworthy partner, conducting business activities on 
international scale, at the highest business and ethical standards with substantial 
�nancial capital, outstanding human resources, and a thorough focus on 
innovation. 

Through economic development, employment opportunities, innovation, and 
social involvement, BALFIN Group challenges the status quo, fostering a positive 
impact on communities. 
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FACTS AND FIGURES

5,000  people 
work in all BALFIN Group  
companies

More than

€ 1.5 billion
Non-consolidated total 
Group Assets 

€ 59 million 
taxes paid in 2021

Approximately

the first and
the largest 
shopping malls in Albania. 

QTU and TEG are 
respectively

11.5 million 
visitors during 2021

Tirana East Gate, Skopje 
East Gate Mall and Univers 
Shopping Center (QTU) had 

€ 740 million

Enterprise Value of all 
BALFIN Group 
companies increased to 

in 2021

Neptun International is the 

the chain of consumer 
electronics operating in 
Albania, North Macedonia 
and Kosovo

leading retail
banking sector
From 2019, BALFIN Group 
is present in the

as the sole shareholder of 
Tirana Bank

largest
international

SPAR is the 

chain of supermarkets in 
Albania, serving more 
than 35,000 clients daily

30,000 products

KidZone is present in 4 
countries, with 21 Jumbo 
superstores, offering more than 

for every buyer persona
€ 830 million 

Balfin Real Estate & 
Hospitality manages a wide 
portfolio of assets of

East Gate
located in Skopje, is 
the largest shopping 
mall in the region

total Group investments 
in 2021

€ 88 million 

in 2021
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The Faculty of Economics at the University of Tirana has 
launched the Entrepreneurship Month initiative, which 
represents a cycle of meetings with the top leaders 
of business companies in Albania. The first guest of 
this project was the CEO of the BALFIN Group, Edlira 
Muka, who shared with the students her professional 
experience, as well as personal advice, inspired by the 
management of one of the most important investment 
groups in the Western Balkans for almost 10 years.

The activity was led by lecturer and Vice Dean for 
Enterprise and Public Insititutions Relations, Dr. 
Martin Serreqi, who emphasized the importance of 
cooperation with private enterprises to the universitty, 
especially in supplementing the knowledge of students 
with practical experience. He added “I am very glad 
that we are starting this cycle of meetings with the 
leader of one of the most important groups in Albania 
and present in nine countries. BALFIN Group, in addition 
to its achievements in the business areas where it is 
present, is known for its continuous support to higher 
education.”

For more than an hour, Edlira Muka answered the 
questions of curious students about her career 
achievements, about BALFIN Group and what is 
required to be a successful leader even beyond the 
borders of Albania.

“I am a former student of the Faculty of Economics and, 
just like you, I have been to these auditoriums. Building 
a successful career starts when you are a student. If 
you haven’t started to see how the knowledge you are 
getting in the classrooms is applied, it may be too late 
when you finish your studies. I invite you to work and 
become part of professional internship programs as 
the only way to transform from students to successful 
professionals. Be demanding of yourself and choose 
the employer that guarantees you continuous growth,” 
she said.

BALFIN Group has also signed a cooperation agreement 
with the Faculty of Economics at the University of Tirana 
for the support of the institution in the realization of 
academic plans. In addition, BALFIN Group has been 
implementing a program dedicated to higher education 
for two years. B4Students supports students in the 
development of professional practices in all companies 
of BALFIN Group. Part of this program is the support of 
students’ entrepreneurial ideas or their social initiatives 
with dedicated funds. Meanwhile, investments in 
improving the infrastructure of universities or the 
implementation of digital innovations such as the Center 
for Innovation and Entrepreneurship at the Faculty of 
Economics, University of Tirana, also receive special 
attention.

EDUCATION

CEO of BALFIN Group meets the students of the Faculty of Economics

Entrepreneurship Month, the CEO of 
BALFIN Group meets the students of 
the Faculty of Economics
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Neptun Kosova was the champion of the second edition of 
Balfin Volley International in Tirana. The Blues of Pristina 
triumphed against the favorites of Neptun Albania, the 
most triumphant team of Balfin Volley for Albania, with a 
total of 6 championships won in 9 editions, as well as an 
international cup.
Neptun Kosova managed to win the first two sets, with the 
identical result of 29-27, while Neptun Albania recovered 
by winning the next two sets with the result of 25-22 and 
25-17. In the final set, Neptun Kosova won with a score of 
15-12 and lifted the cup for the first time.
This team had managed to eliminate Jumbo Kosova’s 
team in the respective competition.
In the two semi-finals that preceded the final and that 
took place on the same day, Neptun Albania managed 
to eliminate ACREM with the result 20-25, 25-18, 15-10.
The other semi-final, the one between Neptun Kosova 
and Neptun Macedonia, was won by the former with the 
result 25:9, 25:18.
The CEO of BALFIN Group Edlira Muka and Retail Vice 
President Julian Mane gave the respective prices and 
acknowledgements to the teams. Neptun Macedonia 

received the title of the “Fair Play Team”, Drita Nivokazi of 
Neptun Kosova was acknowledged as the “Best Female 
Player”, Artan Picari of ACREM as the “Most Tenacious 
Player”, while Butrint Ilazi of Neptun Kosova as the “Best 
Player of the Final”.
This activity engages about 250 employees of the Group, 
and for several years BALFIN organizes the finale in one 
of the best sports fields in Albania, thanks to several 
years of cooperation with the Parks and Recreation 
Agency of the Municipality of Tirana and the Superior 
Volley Association.
This championship is of great importance for BALFIN 
Group, as in addition to socializing and strengthening 
the team spirit among employees, as well as promoting 
a healthy lifestyle, it best represents one of the Group’s 
fundamental values, that of cooperation. In addition to 
volleyball, BALFIN Group also supports its employees 
by organizing a football championship, participating 
in the annual Tirana marathon, as well as financially 
supporting the various ideas and initiatives of employees 
through Social Clubs.

Volley International’s second edition

Neptun Kosova is the champion of Balfin 
Volley International’s second edition 

EVENTS
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BALFIN-tech: BALFIN Group 
invests in medical technology 
BALFIN Group makes its debut in a new industry, that 
of medical innovation and technology, through the 
establishment of BALFIN-tech AG in Zurich, Switzerland. 
Besides developing medical technology, the company will 
be involved in financing and supporting new innovative 
ideas that provide medical solutions.
The newly established company operates in the fields 
of medicine, medical innovation and research, and 
information technology. It will act as an investor in early-
stage startups that show promising breakthroughs in 
medical technology (MedTech) and innovation. BALFIN-
Tech AG will invest in research and development that 
provide solutions for the maintenance or improvement 
of health via the prevention, diagnosis, or treatment of 
disease, illness, and other physical impairments in people.

BALFIN Group aims for BALFIN-tech AG to be a 
significant player in the field of medical technology 
by identifying, acquiring, and developing innovative 
solutions or companies that will contribute to health care. 
BALFIN-tech AG demonstrates the Group’s drive toward 
innovation and its ambition to expand to new industries 
and markets, aligned with the vision of the Group’s 
President, Samir Mane.
BALFIN-tech has a long way to go but BALFIN Group is 
very confident that it will succeed in this new investment. 
BALFIN-tech is the second BALFIN Group company 
to operate in Switzerland. Earlier this year, Balfin Real 
Estate and Hospitality established its sales office in Zurich 
as well.

Zurich, Switzerland

NEW INVESTMENTS
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Alba-Trade, the Austrian subsidiary of 
BALFIN that supplies technology to the 
Balkans

Alba-Trade has been a successful 
distributor thanks to a comprehensive 
market knowledge in the region and 
business planning synchronized with 
the sales policies of its international 
partners. Business volume and solid 
capital turnover have made it a 
reliable and strategic partner. Alba-
Trade alone has grown by about 
15% in the last three years. This has 
generated stability, confidence, 
and long-term partnerships in the 
Balkans and beyond.
The company has contractual 
relationships where it represents 
renowned brands in the electronic 
industry in Albania, North Macedonia, 

Kosovo, and since 2020 in Croatia, 
too. Based on wholesale structure 
inherited since Alba Trade’s inception, 
it also operates wholesale on a global 
scale including companies outside 
Europe. It currently has distribution 
points that operate under the daily 
business models introduced in Hong 
Kong, Dubai, and Miami.
Alba-Trade presents international 
companies with a variety of products 
to meet the buyers’ needs. Alba 
Trade has cooperation agreements 
with some of the most remarkable 
companies in the world of technology 
like Samsung, Xiaomi, Sony Play 
Station, or Apple. The company has 

representation agreements with 
these companies or even exclusivity 
agreements for their distribution in 
the Balkan countries.
Alba Trade, in addition to supplying 
the retail network of Neptun 
International, a subsidiary of BALFIN 
Group, is also currently acting as a 
distributor for other countries of the 
region, covering all sales of retail 
companies. Having completed the 
initial project in Croatia, the plan is to 
open the same facility in Serbia and 
Bosnia and Herzegovina within 2022.

Alba-Trade GmbH in Vienna, Austria, is the first BALFIN Group company founded by the Group’s President, Samir 
Mane, in 1993. Over the past 29 years, the company has grown and has become one of the leading wholesale and 
retail players of major technology brands such as Samsung, Xiaomi, Apple, Sony PlayStation, and Lenovo, which 
have entrusted Alba-Trade with their official and exclusive representation in the Balkan region.

Alba-Trade office building in Vienna, Austria

RETAIL IN CENTRAL EUROPE
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Neptun Kosovo, in constant expansion 
Economic instability and high inflation rates have had a 
significant impact on the authorized retail resale sector 
for household appliances in Kosovo. Quickly adapting 
to the difficulties brought by the reflection of the global 
crisis in the domestic market, Neptun Kosova, part 
of BALFIN Group, is investing in two main directions: 
network expansion and technologies that improve 
internal process. 

In the short term, the expansion chain includes two 
new openings in Gjakova and Malisheva, cities where 
Neptun is not yet present. Meanwhile, in the long run, the 
expansion trend will continue to cover the country’s map 
with Neptun’s blue colour. 

A first step in the technology that Neptun is implementing 
in Kosovo is the digitalization of the system, an innovation 
that will ensure the most effective management of 
day-to-day operations in each segment. Beyond the 
tendency to follow the pace of digitalization, this initiative 
will move the level of operational action to another 
scale. The integration of all units through the intelligent 

system will enable the reflection of business performance 
in analytical and visual reports, easily readable and 
comparable. 

Faruk Ademi, Neptun Kosova’s CEO, foresees the 
upcoming trend: “Judging by the fact that we are 
impacted by the constant economic changes not only at 
a national but also at an international level, we forecast 
a decline in performance and difficulties, compared 
to last year. Therefore, for a growth trend trajectory, a 
strong and rapid economic recovery is needed. However, 
we are constantly accommodating prices in line with 
consumer demand and organizing campaigns that raise 
awareness not only of the challenging prices but also of 
the rewards as an added value of promotion. In addition, 
dynamics similar to these will be followed throughout the 
year. Thus, we see such challenges as opportunities to 
embrace positive changes, like the digital transformation, 
which has significantly altered consumer behaviour and 
the way industries operate,” - he stated.

Beko, a consolidated long term exclusive partnership

Beko, a world-known brand of electronic and home appliances whose journey started in 1955, and over the 
past 60 years made it to create both innovative and environmentally friendly products, is operating in North 
Macedonia, Kosovo, and Albania for many years now. Beko has partnered for more than twenty years with 
the well-known home appliance network Neptun, part of BALFIN Group, and a recognized leader company in 
the above-mentioned markets. While visiting Neptun in Tirana, Alp Arbatli, Beko’s Regional Manager for the 
Balkans, spoke about this year-long partnership.

“With the development of Beko and the growing success of Neptun, we have become important partners. 
Our cooperation began at an early stage, and now we are enjoying the maturity, efficiency, and synergies of 
Neptun’s store network as well as the quality of Beko’s products for consumer use. Together, we are creating 
success stories. We have always felt the strength of BALFIN Group, which supports us and stands by us, and this 
is a significant factor in our successful cooperation,” - says Alp Arbatli. 
Beko operates in 135 countries around the world. The company has 30,000 employees and is one of the 3 main 
brands of home appliances in Europe.

Neptun shops in Kosovo

RETAIL IN WESTERN BALKANS
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BALFIN Group enters yet 
another EU country’s market 
BALFIN Group, through the company Alba-Trade, has 
extended its activity to Croatia, bringing the number of 
countries where it operates to nine. Alba-Trade has been 
officially authorized by the technology giant Samsung for 
wholesale trade representation in the Dalmatian country.
In a short time, Alba-Trade has become one of the main 
players of the electronics market in Croatia, recording 
a 50% increase in its annual turnover, compared to the 
same period of the previous year. This company, part of 
BALFIN Group, is well acquainted with the European and 
Western Balkan markets, where it has been operating for 
almost 30 years since it was established in 1993 in Vienna, 
Austria, by the Group’s President, Samir Mane.
For BALFIN Group, Croatia is the fourth country in the 

common European market where it operates, aside from 
Austria, the Netherlands, and Switzerland. Meanwhile, in 
the Western Balkans region, Croatia is added to BALFIN 
Group’s operational map alongside North Macedonia, 
Kosovo, Montenegro, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and 
Albania. Currently, most of the BALFIN Group’s activity 
takes place outside the territory of Albania, making it 
the only company headquartered in Albania that has an 
expansion this wide in the European Union’s market.
This expansion marks an important step for the Group’s 
strategy in the wholesale industry and its vision of 
continued expansion and growth.

CROATIA

Zagreb, Croatia’s capital

RETAIL IN EUROPEAN UNION
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The third edition of Talent Pool was finalized on the 20th of 
October. Designed to leverage BALFIN Group managers’ 
knowledge and skills, this program produced the third 
generation of talented graduates. The jury composed of 
Retail Vice President Julian Mane, Chief Transformation 
Officer Matilda Shehu, and Board Member Arsim 
Papraniku, evaluated three highly professional expansion 
projects from multi-company teams.
The event was greeted by the CEO of BALFIN Group, 
Edlira Muka. “Congratulations on accelerating your 
career! You have crossed an important professional 
milestone by demonstrating outstanding expertise and 
leadership. It is rewarding to witness your potential and I 
am sure the completion of the Talent Pool program only 
signifies exciting opportunities for you ahead,” she said.
For 12 months, 12 selected participants from ACREM, 
BALFIN HQ, BRE&H, KidZone, Mane TCI, Green Coast, 
Neptun Albania, Neptun Macedonia, SPAR Albania and 
Tirana Bank underwent intensive training and mentoring. 
The syllabus included highly strategic topics, leading up 
to the final projects. 
Anisa Keri, Head of Human Resources at Tirana Bank, 
Armando Alicanaj, CEO of Green Coast, Emiljano Qorraj, 
Director of Finance at KidZone Albania, and Leons Tuda, 

Financial Services Manager at BALFIN Group presented 
the expansion plan of Jumbo in Croatia. Bledjana Karafilaj, 
HR Director at Neptun Albania, Dimitar Stojkovski, Sales 
Manager at Neptun Macedonia, and Melsen Caca, 
Finance Director at Neptun Albania presented the business 
plan of Neptun Croatia. And lastly, the business plan of 
SPAR’s expansion to North Macedonia was presented by 
Ani Hafizi, Finance Director and Renis Koxhaj, Franchise 
Operational Manager at SPAR Albania, Elvira Kapoli, 
CFO of Tirana Bank, Satbere Hoxha, Director of Assets 
and Hospitality at Balfin Real Estate & Hospitality, and 
Fatjon Lamçe, Head of Maintenance at ACREM.
Talent Pool is a program that sets up the new generation 
of BALFIN Group leaders. It consists of the identification, 
training and professional development of talents and 
their preparation for taking on the highest professional 
and managerial positions. Furthermore, what makes 
this program even more versatile and innovative is the 
combination of theoretical training, job shadow training 
and individual work. Talent Pool identifies the progressive 
steps of this talented assembly and enables the creation 
of a well-prepared group of employees who are offered 
the opportunity to advance their career in leading and 
challenging positions BALFIN Group creates.

BALFIN Group’s 
third Talent Pool 
edition finalized, 
meet the graduates

Balfin Retail Forum’s 2nd edition sets forth the industry’s future

BALFIN Group organized the second edition of Balfin Retail Forum yesterday in Tirana. The forum brought together 
executives and managers from SPAR Albania, FGA, OnSolutions, Elektro-servis, ACREM, Tirana Bank, Skopje East Gate, 
KidZone, the official franchise operator of Jumbo, and Neptun, from Albania, Kosovo, North Macedonia, Montenegro, 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, as well as board members and distinguished guest speakers to discuss consumer trends 
and the future of retail.
The forum was greeted by the Vice President of Retail at BALFIN Group, Julian Mane. “We are here today to find the 
answer to some very important questions, such as, what will our retail companies and shopping malls look like in 10 
years; what novelties and experiences will they introduce to the market and customers in future,” he said in his speech 
with regards to the Group’s strategy and achievements in the retail sector.
Martin Newman, a globally renowned keynote speaker, columnist, author, expert, and advisor on customer-centric 
transformation based in UK, presented the audience with the strategy of winning empowered consumers. Dimitris 
Lolis was another guest speaker, with 35 years of experience in management and consultancy, marketing and sales 
in several Greek and multinational companies, whose lecture focused on improving retail operations amidst trying 
times, with reference to recent global developments.  
The event also featured presentations from Deloitte Albania and IDRA Research & Consulting on global retail indicators 
and trends, and social shopping.

EVENTS
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The first KOLORRUN of Skopje runs 
through East Gate Mall
East Gate Mall, in partnership with KorRunners Skopje 
Athletic Association, organized the first KOLORRUN. More 
than 3,000 runners participated in a unique competition 
characterized by a colorful atmosphere.
What made this race special was that everyone could 
participate: professionals and beginners, individuals, 
companies, and families, including children from 2 to 12 
years old. Active runners had the opportunity to break 
their personal record at the 10 km race. The 2.5 km race 
Team Building race welcomed not only colleagues who 
ran in teams, but everyone with the desire to challenge 
themselves to a race. And the 500 m race was designed 
especially for children.

The main race started on Belasica Street in front of East 
Gate Mall, stretched on various routes along the river and 
along the parks, and the runners had a masterful finish 
through the glass boulevard of East Gate Mall to the 
amphitheater where the medals were awarded, along 
with special prizes for the top runners of each category 
by organizers and sponsors.
Such races are a tradition for many cities around the world 
and East Gate mall aims to make KOLORRUN an annual 
event, as an entertaining initiative that encourages active 
living and socialization.

The first KOLORRUN of Skopje runs through East Gate Mall

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
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With the support 
of B4Students, 
the “Sustainable 
Fashion” student 
exhibition opens 
at TEG

Jumbo in Kosova 
and Bosnia and 
Herzegovina 
provide support 
to children

“Sustainable Fashion” is the exhibition opened in Tirana 
East Gate shopping center premises with recycled 
clothes, the work of students of the Textile and Fashion 
Department, Polytechnic University of Tirana, supported 
from the B4Students program. The idea for the exhibition 
was presented in the call for Social Clubs organized 
by B4Students, in support of social initiatives that, in 
addition to student’s professional development, also 
have a positive impact on the community. The theme 
of recycling, brought through the exhibition, directly 
contributes to the protection of the environment, and 
raises awareness about reducing the consumption of 
natural resources.
The exhibition opening ceremony was held in the 
presence of the leaders and lecturers of the Textile and 
Fashion Department, leaders of TEG, the B4Students 
program, the Pro Export association, as well as friends 
and other guests from the fashion industry. The 13 
participating students were provided with a certificate 
of appreciation for the originality and creative handling 
of products made with recycled materials. The exhibition 
with 28 creations will remain open to the public until the 
end of October.
The realization of social projects for topics of interest to 
students and the community is the continuation of social 
responsibility activities, with a focus on education as 
a BALFIN Group priority, under the special care of the 
President Samir Mane.

Jumbo has made its name in the Balkan as the loveliest 
brand for children, but the company’s efforts are just as 
strong in CSR, especially when it comes to children.
During the 2nd International Games for Children and 
Youth with Developmental Disabilities, Jumbo donated 
to the Los Rosales Centre for Children and Youth with 
Special Needs the necessary funds to acquire specific 
equipment in order to adapt their playground for 
children with special needs. This contribution was part of 
the celebration of Jumbo’s 5th anniversary in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina.
Jumbo Kosova is supporting the total upgrade of the 
electrical and heating system in a Mitrovica’s nursery. 
It is under complete renovation, so the works are still 
ongoing. Representatives of Jumbo Kosova have met 
Drita Kadriu, Director of Education in Mitrovica, and Bedri 
Hamza, Mayor of Mitrovica Municipality, and discussed 
the next steps of the cooperation, which is expected to be 
finalized very soon.
Jumbo, as part of BALFIN Group, pays special attention to 
children, ensuring to create the best possible conditions 
for their healthy upbringing in all the four countries where 
it operates.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

“Sustainable Fashion” student exhibition at TEG
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Albania, Kosovo, 
Bosnia, and 
Montenegro, a huge 
CSR contribution
As the war in Ukraine startled the world, BALFIN Group joined 
brands and organizations coming to the aid of the population 
affected by the conflict. Its companies, in the seven countries 
where they operate, mobilized and assembled contributions 
for the citizens of Ukraine.

Fashion Group Albania, Jumbo, and SPAR Albania responded 
to the call of the Ukrainian Embassy in Tirana for donations in 
accordance with the provided list of necessary, essential items 
such as sanitary products, clothing, first-aid kits. During the last 
six months BALFIN Group contributed with other CSR activities, 
some of which are listed below:

• On World Down Syndrome Day, BALFIN Group joined the 
global efforts to fully include in society people with Down 
syndrome. Its companies regularly support with necessary 
items the organizations that work in the field and cover the 
cost of therapeutic sessions for several children. People with 
Down syndrome are employed by companies of BALFIN Group, 
which will continue to contribute to adequate access to health 
care and inclusivity for this community. Several BALFIN Group 
companies, such as Fashion Group Albania and SPAR Albania 
are committed to raising awareness about Down Syndrome, 
through implementing an employment program for people 
belonging to this community. Jumbo Albania has provided 
didactic items to centers that take care of this community, while 
QTU is covering the yearly therapeutic sessions for nine children. 

• Neptun Albania joined the project of the Faculty of Economy 
to establish a Marketing and Tourism Center for Innovation 
and Entrepreneurship in the premises of the latter. It is a 
unique laboratory in Albania with the necessary technology 
to enable the synergy between the academic world and the 
private sector. Students of this Faculty, part of the University 
of Tirana, can experiment with their innovative ideas and 
implement entrepreneurship projects. Neptun Albania provided 
ICT equipment to this advanced hub in the framework of its 
commitment to bring technology closer to the education system. 

• Organizations of university students in Podgorica have 
made it an annual ritual to visit the Home of Orphans in 
Bijela and provide all the support they can to the children. 
Jumbo Montenegro joined the students and made available 
considerable quantities of school supplies, educational items, 
and toys. Jumbo is perceived as the place that makes children 
happy and this is especially true in the case of this cooperation 
with the students and the children in Bijela. 

• This May, Jumbo Bosnia and Herzegovina celebrated its 5th 
anniversary with an entertainment program and additional 

benefits for customers. On this occasion, 5% of one day’s traffic 
was allocated to charity. This amount will be used to equip the 
playground of Los Rosales Center with entertainment products 
that are suitable for children with special needs, for example 
a swing. Los Rosales takes care for children and young people 
with special needs, and it will be the first institution in the 
country with such facilities. This was announced during the 
2nd International Games for Children and Young People with 
Development Disabilities, held in the city of Mostar. The social 
contribution of Jumbo has been permanent during all its five 
years of activity in Bosnia and Herzegovina.

• During the first half of this year, Neptun Kosova cooperated 
with two central organizations in the health system of the 
country. First, it equipped the Surgery Department in the 
University Clinical Center of Prishtina with monitors that are 
used during the therapy for patients. The main medical facility 
in the country now can provide a better hospitalization period.

Then, Neptun Kosova provided the Blind Women’s Committee 
of Kosovo with appliances that help members of this community 
to integrate in society. 

• “Compact” and “DDA - Diabetic Digital Albanian App” are two 
new startups founded by students that have been supported 
with €5,000 and €3,500 respectively, as winners of the 
second edition of the Business Ideas Competition. A dedicated 
training module on the development of business competencies 
was provided to all competition participants, delivered by 
experienced managers of the BALFIN Group. 10 finalists of the 
competition were welcomed by the Group President, Samir 
Mane, in a conversation about entrepreneurship.
• The Faculty of Natural Sciences in Tirana also received 
support with infrastructure investments from the B4Students 
program. The 4 teaching laboratories, C ++, Mathematical and 
Informatics Engineering, Molecular Biotechnology, Inorganic 
Chemistry, as well as the meeting room, are equipped with 
information and communication technology equipment, 
identified by the directors as one of the main needs of the 
institution, to improve capacities in function of the process of 
teaching, learning and practical training of students, according 
to the needs of the labor market. 

• B4Students created the opportunity for 95 students from 
different universities in the country to be part of the Internship 
and Employment program for the period March - June 2022 
within BALFIN Group. Program participants are selected from 
over 700 applicants. Based on their performance during the 
professional internship, students are evaluated for employment 
opportunities on a Group level.

Neptun Albania Champion Team

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
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